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450111

450112

Wellington Harbour
jacket

Nelson jacket

SHORT DESCRIPTION

LONG DESCRIPTION

The perfect fusion of nautical heritage, performance and
sustainability – this bomber jacket is part of the collection
Bomber jacket from the America's
powered by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the
Cup collection celebrating the 36th
36th America's Cup. Ideal for transitional weather, it can be
edition of the iconic sailing race
worn alone or layered underneath the Wellington Harbour
presented by Prada. Crafted from
jacket for extra warmth and weather protection. It's crafted
recycled nylon and filled with recycled from recycled nylon with a water-repellent coating and filled
Repreve padding.
with Repreve padding made from recycled plastic bottles.
Complete with elasticated trims for a snug fit and the America's
Cup logo on the sleeve.

Nelson jacket from the America's Cup
collection celebrating the 36th edition
of the iconic sailing race presented by
Prada. It features a double-layer
construction with a waterproof finish
and recycled Repreve padding.

FEATURES

SHORT PLP
DESCRIPTION

- Regular fit
- Stand collar, zipped pockets and front zip fastening ensure comfort and
practicality
- Recycled nylon with water-repellent coating
- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from
recycled plastic bottles and produced through sustainable
With Repreve padding
manufacturing that reduces water and energy consumption, as well as
greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres
- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by
producing the Repreve fabric
- Elasticated trims for a snug fit
- The America's Cup logo on the sleeve, North Sails logo on the chest

- Regular fit
- Stand collar, patch pockets with flaps and waterproof two-way zip
fastening for maximum functionality
The America's Cup signature aesthetic fused with the North
- Waterproof double-layer construction merging durable ripstop and
Sails' spirit and commitment to sustainability – the Nelson
recycled polyester
jacket is an undeniably practical and versatile addition to any
- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from
wardrobe. It features a stand collar, patch pockets with flaps
recycled plastic bottles and produced through sustainable
and a small zipped pocket on the chest, as well as adjustable
manufacturing that reduces water and energy consumption, as well as
cuffs for a personalised fit. The classic cut is modernised by a
greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres
waterproof double-layer construction merging durable ripstop - So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by
with recycled polyester and filled with Repreve padding. Notice producing the Repreve fabric
the quilted lining printed with the America's Cup signature
- Quilted lining printed all over with the America's Cup signature motif
motif.
- Adjustable cuffs keep the chill out
- Heat-welded seam taping and contrast-coloured inner detailing
- The America's Cup logo on the chest, North Sails logo patch on the
sleeve

Waterproof fabric

450114

450115

450116

Wellington parka

Gisborne jacket

Auckland jacket

Wellington parka from the America's
Cup collection celebrating the 36th
edition of the iconic sailing race
presented by Prada. It features a
triple-layer construction in stretchinfused recycled polyester.

- Regular fit
- 3-in-1 design with a detachable padded liner, which can be worn alone
or layered
Nautical heritage, sustainability and performance meet in the
- Removable hood, flap pockets and concealed waterproof two-way zip
Wellington parka: part of the exclusive collection presented by fastening
North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the 36th America's - Triple-layer construction in stretch-infused recycled polyester
Cup. The streamlined silhouette is modernised by a supremely - Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from
versatile 3-in-1 design featuring a detachable padded liner,
recycled plastic bottles and produced through sustainable
3-in-1 construction
which can be worn alone or layered. The triple-layer
manufacturing that reduces water and energy consumption, as well as
construction in stretch-infused recycled polyester is finished
greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres
with a host of carefully considered, functional details for
- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by
maximum comfort and style in any weather.
producing the Repreve fabric
- Drawstring waist can be adjusted for a personalised fit
- The America's Cup logo on the chest, North Sails logo patch on the
sleeve

Gisborne jacket from the America's
Cup collection celebrating the 36th
edition of the iconic sailing race
presented by Prada. Crafted from a
water-repellent mix of recycled
materials and filled with Repreve
padding.

The perfect fusion of nautical heritage, performance and
sustainability – the Gisborne jacket is part of the collection
powered by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the
36th America's Cup. The versatile silhouette is crafted from a
mix of recycled materials and treated with a water-repellent
coating that makes it more resilient to wet weather. It's also
filled with Repreve padding – made from recycled plastic bottles
– and finished with a contrast-coloured lining discreetly printed
with the America's Cup signature motif. A roomy hood,
waterproof zippers and logo-detailed elasticated trims round off
this supremely functional wardrobe staple.

- Regular fit
- Drawstring hood, practical pockets and waterproof zip detailing for
maximum practicality
- Made from a mix of recycled materials with water-repellent coating
- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from
recycled plastic bottles and produced through sustainable
manufacturing that reduces water and energy consumption, as well as
With Repreve padding
greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres
- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by
producing the Repreve fabric
- Contrast-coloured lining printed with the America's Cup signature motif
- Ribbed trims for a snug finish
- The America's Cup logo on the chest, North Sails logo patch on the
sleeve

Auckland jacket from the America's
Cup collection celebrating the 36th
edition of the iconic sailing race
presented by Prada. It features a
double-layer construction in highperformance technical fabric and
recycled PrimaLoft® Bio™ padding.

Powered by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the
36th America's Cup – we're proud to present the exclusive
collection that celebrates the storied regatta and its fans
worldwide. Drawing its name from one of the stages of the race,
the Auckland jacket is a supremely functional and stylish choice
for any sailing aficionado. It's characterised by a triple-layer
construction in technical fabric, obtained from recycled
polyester, and filled with recycled and biodegradable
PrimaLoft® Bio™ padding. It features a removable hood,
adjustable cuffs and waterproof zippers for extra protection
from the elements, as well as the signature red detailing
discreetly placed inside the garment.

- Regular fit
- Drawstring hood, practical pockets and waterproof zip detailing for
maximum practicality
- Triple-layer construction in recycled polyester
- Recycled and biodegradable PrimaLoft® Bio™ padding ensures warmth
and comfort
With Primaloft padding
- Seamless finish obtained by using high-frequency technology
- Signature red details discreetly placed inside the garment are the
collection's recurring theme
- The America's Cup logo on the chest, North Sails logo patch on the
sleeve

450505

450507

450801

Richmond jacket

Wellington parka

Auckland jacket

Richmond jacket from the America's
Cup collection celebrating the 36th
edition of the iconic sailing race
presented by Prada. It features a
triple-layer construction in stretchinfused recycled polyester and
recycled Repreve padding.

- Regular fit
- Drawstring hood, practical pockets and waterproof zip detailing for
maximum practicality
- Triple-layer construction in stretch-infused recycled polyester with
The Richmond jacket is part of the exclusive collection designed waterproof coating
by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the 36th
- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from
America's Cup presented by Prada. Characterised by a
recycled plastic bottles and produced through sustainable
waterproof triple-layer construction in stretch-infused recycled manufacturing that reduces water and energy consumption, as well as
polyester, the flattering silhouette also features a drawstring
greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres
hood, elasticated trims and waterproof zippers for effortless
- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by
ease and comfort whatever the weather.
producing the Repreve fabric
- Lining printed with the America's Cup signature motif
- Ribbed trims for a snug finish
- The America's Cup logo on the chest, North Sails logo patch on the
sleeve

With Repreve padding

Wellington parka from the America's
Cup collection celebrating the 36th
edition of the iconic sailing race
presented by Prada. It features a
triple-layer construction in stretchinfused recycled polyester.

- Regular fit
- Detachable hood, zipped pockets and waterproof two-way zip
fastening concealed for a neat profile
Nautical heritage, sustainability and performance meet in the
- Triple-layer construction in stretch-infused recycled polyester
Wellington parka: part of the exclusive collection presented by
- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from
North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the 36th America's
recycled plastic bottles and produced through sustainable
Cup. The streamlined silhouette is modernised by a triple-layer
manufacturing that reduces water and energy consumption, as well as
construction in stretch-infused recycled polyester and Repreve
greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres
padding – made from recycled plastic bottles. A host of carefully
- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by
considered, functional details ensures maximum comfort and
producing the Repreve fabric
style in any weather.
- Drawstring waist can be adjusted for a personalised fit
- The America's Cup logo on the chest, North Sails logo patch on the
sleeve

With Repreve padding

Auckland jacket from the America's
Cup collection celebrating the 36th
edition of the iconic sailing race
presented by Prada. It features a
triple-layer construction in technical
fabric obtained from recycled
polyester and recycled Repreve
padding.

Powered by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the
36th America's Cup – we're proud to present the special
collection that celebrates the storied sailing race and its fans
worldwide. Drawing its name from one of the stages of the race,
the Auckland jacket is a supremely functional and stylish choice
for any sailing aficionado. It's characterised by a triple-layer
construction in technical fabric, obtained from recycled
polyester, and Repreve padding made from recycled plastic
bottles. It features a removable hood, adjustable cuffs and
waterproof zippers for extra protection from the elements, as
well as the signature red detailing discreetly placed inside the
garment.

- Regular fit
- Removable hood, practical pockets and two-way zip fastening for full
functionality
- Triple-layer construction in recycled polyester
- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from
recycled plastic bottles and produced through sustainable
manufacturing that reduces water and energy consumption, as well as
greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres
- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by
producing the Repreve fabric
- Signature red details discreetly placed inside the garment are the
collection's recurring theme
- The America's Cup logo on the chest, North Sails logo on the sleeve

With Primaloft padding

451001

451002

451005

451006

Howick jumper from the America's
Cup collection celebrating the 36th
edition of the iconic sailing race
presented by Prada. It's crafted from
water-repellent wool and reinforced
with waterproof trims obtained from
recycled materials.

The Howick jumper is part of the exclusive collection designed
by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the 36th
America's Cup presented by Prada. The versatile silhouette
features a classic crew neck, long sleeves and ribbed trims for a
snug fit. Crafted from water-repellent wool and reinforced with
waterproof trims and yoke, obtained from recycled materials,
this high-performance knit is durable enough to use outdoors,
too. The North Sails logo patch and the America's Cup signature
details round off this modern wardrobe essential.

- Regular fit
- Ribbed collar, cuffs and hem for a snug fit and extra weather protection
- Water-repellent wool reinforced with waterproof trims obtained from
In water-repellent wool
recycled materials
- The America's Cup logo on the chest, North Sails logo patch on the
sleeve

Levin hoodie

Knitted hoodie in water-repellent
wool reinforced with waterproof trims
obtained from recycled materials. Part
of the exclusive America's Cup
collection celebrating the 36th edition
of the iconic sailing race presented by
Prada.

Powered by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the
36th America's Cup – we're proud to present the exclusive edit
that celebrates the storied sailing race and its fans worldwide.
The Levin hoodie is the perfect example of the collection's
elevated minimalist aesthetic. It's crafted from water-repellent
wool and reinforced with waterproof trims and yoke, obtained
from recycled materials, making it durable enough to use
outdoors, too. A roomy hood, a half-zip fastening and finely
ribbed trims ensure easy layering and extra weather protection,
while the North Sails logo patch and the America's Cup
signature details round off this modern wardrobe essential.

- Regular fit
- Roomy hood and ribbed trims for a snug fit and extra weather
protection
- Water-repellent wool reinforced with waterproof trims obtained from
recycled materials
- The America's Cup logo on the chest, North Sails logo patch on the
sleeve

Napier sweatshirt

Powered by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the
36th America's Cup – we're proud to present the special
Stretch cotton sweatshirt with a
collection that celebrates the storied sailing race and its fans
classic crew neck. Part of the
worldwide. As versatile as it is comfortable, this sweatshirt is
exclusive America's Cup collection
crafted from stretch-infused cotton and features a classic crew
celebrating the 36th edition of the
neck, long sleeves and finely ribbed trims. Notice the America's
iconic sailing race presented by Prada. Cup lettering on the chest, the regatta's logo on the back and
the North Sails logo patch on the sleeve – instantly recognisable
by those in the know.

Howick jumper

Gore hoodie

Zip-up hoodie in stretch-infused
cotton fleece with a water-repellent
coating. Part of the exclusive
America's Cup collection celebrating
the 36th edition of the iconic sailing
race presented by Prada.

Powered by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the
36th America's Cup – we're proud to present the special
collection that celebrates the storied sailing race and its fans
worldwide. The Gore hoodie is a modern wardrobe essential,
combining the comfort of cotton fleece with a water-repellent
coating for wet-weather protection. A roomy hood, a front zip
fastening and practical zipped pockets amp up the comfort
factor, while the collection's signature tonal contrasts and
colour-block details add a graphic finishing touch. Complete
with the America's Cup iconic logo and the North Sails patch on
the sleeve.

In water-repellent wool

- Regular fit
- Crew neck, long sleeves and ribbed trims ensure comfort and ease of
wear
In cotton fleece
- Stretch-infused cotton fleece with a soft and lightweight texture
- The 36th America's Cup lettering on the chest, the regatta's logo on the
back, North Sails logo patch on the sleeve

- Regular fit
- Roomy hood and ribbed trims for a snug fit and extra weather
protection
- Stretch-infused cotton fleece with water-repellent coating
- Front zip fastening and zipped pockets for comfort and practicality
- The America's Cup logo on the chest, North Sails logo patch on the
sleeve

In stretch cotton

451007

452010

452011

452014

Kurow zip-up sweatshirt

Powered by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the
36th America's Cup – we're proud to present the special
Zip-up sweatshirt with a high neck,
collection that celebrates the storied sailing race and its fans
crafted from recycled technical fleece. worldwide. This zip-up sweatshirt is cut to a regular fit from
Part of the exclusive America's Cup
technical, recycled polar fleece: supremely soft and highly
collection celebrating the 36th edition insulating, with a quick-drying and anti-pilling texture. It
of the iconic sailing race presented by features a high neck, a ribbed hem and cuffs accented with the
Prada.
collection's recurring red detailing, as well as matching zipped
pockets. Complete with the collection's signature mix of the
America's Cup and North Sails logo details.

- Regular fit
- High neck, front zip fastening and ribbed trims accented with the
collection's recurring red detailing
- Recycled polar fleece: supremely soft, highly insulating, with quickdrying and anti-pilling texture
- Front zip fastening and zipped pockets for comfort and practicality
- The America's Cup logo on the chest, North Sails logo patch on the
sleeve

In recycled fleece

Westport polo shirt

The Westport polo shirt is part of the exclusive collection
presented by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the
Westport polo shirt from the
36th America's Cup presented by Prada. The perfect mix of
America's Cup collection celebrating heritage, performance and sustainable style, it's a real treat for
the 36th edition of the iconic sailing the regatta's fans worldwide. Notice the collection's signature
race presented by Prada. Crafted from contrast-coloured ribbed trims and reflective stripes along the
recycled polyester piqué with a built- sides. It's fashioned from recycled polyester piqué that's
in SPF 50+ UV protection.
infused with a hint of stretch for flexibility and treated with a
quick-dry, antibacterial and stain-resistant, as well as UVprotective, SPF 50+ coating.

- Regular fit
- Classic polo collar, long sleeves and side slits at the hem
- Recycled polyester piqué with a soft and lightweight texture
- Contrast-coloured ribbed trims
- Reflective stripes along the sides
- The America's Cup logo on the chest, North Sails logo on the sleeve

In recycled piqué

Picton polo shirt

Picton polo shirt from the America's
Cup collection celebrating the 36th
edition of the iconic sailing race
presented by Prada. It's crafted from
wool-cotton jersey with a stainresistant coating and a built-in SPF
50+ UV protection.

The Picton polo shirt is part of the special collection presented
by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the 36th
America's Cup presented by Prada. The perfect mix of heritage,
performance and sustainable style, it's a real treat for the
regatta's fans worldwide. Notice the collection's signature
contrast-coloured ribbed trims and reflective stripes along the
sides. It's fashioned from a soft wool-cotton jersey specially
treated with a quick-dry, antibacterial and stain-resistant, as
well as UV-protective, SPF 50+ coating.

- Regular fit
- Classic polo collar, long sleeves and side slits at the hem
- Soft and lightweight jersey made from a blend of wool and cotton
- Contrast-coloured ribbed trims
- Reflective stripes along the sides
- The America's Cup logo on the chest, North Sails logo on the sleeve

In wool-cotton jersey

Winton t-shirt

The America's Cup signature colourways and details updated
with the modern lifestyle in mind: this regular-fit t-shirt is part
Winton t-shirt from the America's Cup of the collection celebrating the 36th edition of the iconic
collection celebrating the 36th edition regatta presented by Prada. It's fashioned from recycled
of the iconic sailing race presented by polyester piqué that's infused with a hint of stretch for flexibility
Prada. Crafted from recycled
and treated with a quick-dry, antibacterial and stain-resistant, as
polyester piqué with a built-in SPF
well as UV-protective, SPF 50+ coating. A classic crew neck,
50+ UV protection.
short sleeves and contrast-coloured ribbed trims ensure it's just
as stylish as it is practical. Complete with the America's Cup and
North Sails logo detailing.

- Regular fit
- Crew neck, short sleeves and ribbed trims for comfort and easy
movement
- Recycled polyester piqué with a soft and lightweight texture
- The America's Cup logo on the chest, North Sails logo on the sleeve

In recycled piqué

453003

453004

453005

454003

456003

Napier sweatshirt

Powered by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the
36th America's Cup – we're proud to present the exclusive
Stretch cotton sweatshirt with a
collection that celebrates the storied sailing race and its fans
classic crew neck. Part of the
worldwide. As versatile as it is comfortable, this sweatshirt is
exclusive America's Cup collection
crafted from stretch-infused cotton and features a classic crew
celebrating the 36th edition of the
neck, long sleeves and finely ribbed trims. Notice the America's
iconic sailing race presented by Prada. Cup lettering on the chest, the regatta's logo on the back and
the North Sails logo patch on the sleeve – instantly recognisable
by those in the know.
The America's Cup signature colourways and details updated
with the modern lifestyle in mind: the Milton jogging bottoms
are the latest addition to the collection celebrating the 36th
edition of the iconic regatta presented by Prada. They're
fashioned from stretch-infused cotton fleece and feature an
elasticated drawstring waistband, ribbed trims and practical
zipped pockets. Complete with the America's Cup and North
Sails logo detailing.

- Regular fit with relaxed appeal
- Stretch-infused cotton fleece with a soft, pleasant texture
- Elasticated drawstring waistband
- Zipped pockets on the sides and back
- The America's Cup lettering on the back, North Sails logo patch on the
front

In cotton fleece

- Regular fit
- Classic polo collar, long sleeves and side slits at the hem
- Recycled polyester piqué with a soft and lightweight texture
- Contrast-coloured ribbed trims
- Reflective stripes along the sides
- The America's Cup logo on the chest, North Sails logo on the sleeve

In recycled piqué

Jogging bottoms in stretch-infused
cotton fleece. Part of the exclusive
America's Cup collection celebrating
the 36th edition of the iconic sailing
race presented by Prada.

The America's Cup signature colourways and details updated
with the modern lifestyle in mind: the Milton jogging bottoms
are the latest addition to the collection celebrating the 36th
edition of the iconic regatta presented by Prada. They're
fashioned from stretch-infused cotton fleece and feature an
elasticated drawstring waistband, ribbed trims and practical
zipped pockets. Complete with the America's Cup and North
Sails logo detailing.

- Regular fit with relaxed appeal
- Stretch-infused cotton fleece with a soft, pleasant texture
- Elasticated drawstring waistband
- Zipped pockets on the sides and back for storing small essentials
- The America's Cup lettering on the back, North Sails logo patch on the
front

In cotton fleece

Foxton baseball cap in recycled
polyester – part of the collection
celebrating the 36th America's Cup
presented by Prada.

A true symbol of the 36th America's Cup presented by Prada –
this baseball cap is part of the exclusive collection presented by
North Sails in the capacity of the event's Official Clothing
Partner. Crafted from recycled polyester, it's characterised by
the regatta's iconic motif printed all over and the America's Cup
logo proudly positioned on the front. Complete with an
adjustable tab on the back.

- Made from recycled polyester
- The regatta's iconic motif printed all over
- The America's Cup logo proudly positioned on the front
- Adjustable back tab for a personalised fit

In recycled polyester

Milton jogging bottoms

Jogging bottoms in stretch-infused
cotton fleece. Part of the exclusive
America's Cup collection celebrating
the 36th edition of the iconic sailing
race presented by Prada.

Westport polo shirt

The Westport polo shirt is part of the exclusive collection
designed by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the
Westport polo shirt from the
36th America's Cup presented by Prada. The perfect mix of
America's Cup collection celebrating heritage, performance and sustainable style, it's a real treat for
the 36th edition of the iconic sailing the regatta's fans worldwide. Notice the collection's signature
race presented by Prada. Crafted from contrast-coloured ribbed trims and reflective stripes along the
recycled polyester piqué with a built- sides. It's fashioned from recycled polyester piqué that's
in SPF 50+ UV protection.
infused with a hint of stretch for flexibility and treated with a
quick-dry, antibacterial and stain-resistant, as well as UVprotective, SPF 50+ coating.

Milton jogging bottoms

Foxton baseball cap

- Regular fit
- Crew neck, long sleeves and ribbed trims ensure comfort and ease of
wear
In stretch cotton fleece
- Stretch-infused cotton fleece with a soft and lightweight texture
- The 36th America's Cup lettering on the chest, the regatta's logo on the
back, North Sails' logo patch on the sleeve

456004

456005

456007

456008

456500

457000

Otaki beanie

Otaki beanie in water-repellent wool
with a ribbed texture – part of the
collection celebrating the 36th
America's Cup presented by Prada.

Powered by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the
36th America's Cup – we're proud to present the special
collection that celebrates the storied sailing race and its fans
- Made from water-repellent wool with a ribbed texture
worldwide. This men's beanie is knitted from water-repellent
- The America's Cup logo patch adorning the brim
wool with a ribbed texture and features the North Sails logo
- North Sails logo lettering embroidered on the front
embroidered on the front and the America's Cup patch sewn on
the brim.

Haast scarf

Haast scarf in water-repellent wool
with a ribbed texture – part of the
collection celebrating the 36th
America's Cup presented by Prada.

Powered by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the
36th America's Cup – we're proud to present the special
collection that celebrates the storied sailing race and its fans
worldwide. This scarf is knitted from water-repellent wool with
a ribbed texture and features the North Sails logo embroidered
on one end and the America's Cup patch sewn on the other.

- Knitted from water-repellent wool with a ribbed texture
- The America's Cup patch sewn on one end
- The North Sails logo embroidered on the other

In water-repellent wool

Sockburn baseball cap

Sockburn baseball cap in recycled
fleece with a waterproof coating. Part
of the exclusive America's Cup
collection celebrating the 36th edition
of the iconic sailing race presented by
Prada.

A true symbol of the 36th America's Cup presented by Prada –
this baseball cap is part of the exclusive collection presented by
North Sails in the capacity of the event's Official Clothing
Partner. Crafted from recycled fleece with a waterproof coating,
it features the regatta's signature motif printed all over and the
America's Cup logo proudly positioned on the front. Complete
with an adjustable tab on the back.

- Recycled fleece with a waterproof coating
- The regatta's iconic motif printed all over
- The America's Cup logo proudly positioned on the front
- Adjustable back tab for a personalised fit

In recycled fleece

Oban gift box

Oban gift box – part of the exclusive
collection celebrating the 36th
America's Cup presented by Prada. It
comprises a scarf and beanie set
knitted from cosy wool with a ribbed
texture.

This gift box is part of the exclusive collection powered by North
Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the 36th America's Cup
presented by Prada. Punctuated with the regatta's iconic
details, this collectable set comprises a scarf and a beanie
knitted from soft wool with a ribbed texture. The North Sails
logo embroidery adds the perfect finishing touch.

- Comprises coordinating scarf and beanie
- Knitted from soft wool with a ribbed texture
- The America's Cup sewn-on patch
- The North Sails lettering embroidery

Scarf and beanie

Otaki beanie in water-repellent wool
with a ribbed texture – part of the
collection celebrating the 36th
America's Cup presented by Prada.

Powered by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the
36th America's Cup – we're proud to present the special
collection that celebrates the storied sailing race and its fans
- Made from water-repellent wool with a ribbed texture
worldwide. This women's beanie is knitted from water-repellent - The America's Cup logo patch adorning the brim
wool with a ribbed texture and features the North Sails logo
- North Sails logo lettering embroidered on the front
embroidered on the front and the America's Cup patch sewn on
the brim.

In water-repellent wool

Otaki beanie in water-repellent wool
with a ribbed texture – part of the
collection celebrating the 36th
America's Cup presented by Prada.

Powered by North Sails as the Official Clothing Partner of the
36th America's Cup – we're proud to present the special
collection that celebrates the storied sailing race and its fans
- Made from water-repellent wool with a ribbed texture
worldwide. This kids' beanie is knitted from water-repellent
- The America's Cup logo patch adorning the brim
wool with a ribbed texture and features the North Sails logo
- North Sails logo lettering embroidered on the front
embroidered on the front and the America's Cup patch sewn on
the brim.

In water-repellent wool

Otaki beanie

Otaki beanie

In water-repellent wool

